
Example: You will need 
a lot of accuracy for 
this game.
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DIRECT HIT BATTLE™:

Each player takes their place at 
opposite ends of the game surface. 
When both players are ready, with 
their B-DAMAN™ loaded, battle begins 
with the players saying together,
“READY, AIM, B-DAFIRE!™*” You 
get as many shots as you can take to 
disable your opponent by striking the 
target on the front of the DHB Armor. 
If you disable your opponent before 
they disable you, you are the winner!

ATTACHING DHB™ ARMOR:
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APPLYING THE DHB DECALS:

COBALT BLADE DHB™
ready for battle!

GAME HINT FROM THE INTERNATIONAL B-DAMAN ASSOCIATION:

DIRECT HIT BATTLE is the B-Damaster’s bread and butter, and is the heart of the Tournament! The DHB Armor levels the 
playing field, leaving victory entirely up to the skill of the B-Damaster. Trust your reflexes, and be sure to use the Shield 
Sight to get a fix on your opponent!
DHB™ is a 2-player game, so you’ll need a friend with their own Electronic DHB or regular DHB B-DAMAN to play.

Make sure barrel is flush against body.

The B-DAMAN Skill Matrix tells you how important each of the five different B-DAMAN 
skills are for a given event. Check out the B-DAMAN Skill Matrix before starting the 
event and customize your B-DAMAN to win!

THE B-DAMAN™ SKILL MATRIX:

Accuracy  - It’s important to be able to hit a target dead-on in Accuracy events.

Power   - Sometimes it’s not enough to hit the target; sometimes you’ve got to hit it hard.

Balance  - Balance prevents your B-DAMAN from tilting back or to the side at the wrong time while aiming at a target.

Control   - In Control Events, you’ve got to be able to maintain control of your B-DAMAN while moving it from side-to-side.

Rapid Fire  - In Rapid Fire events, the more B-DABALLS™* you can launch and the faster you can launch them, the better.
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The INTERNATIONAL B-DAMAN ASSOCIATION is the official organization that oversees all Tournament-
level activity. We set the standards by which you play, sponsor and officiate at Tournaments, develop 
Tournament Events, and maintain the integrity of the sport. The IBA believes that our B-DAMASTERS 
are the heart and soul of our sport, and we’ll do our best to keep the game challenging and fun for 
everyone – pro and amateur alike.

THE INTERNATIONAL B-DAMAN ASSOCIATION™*:
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 TRY THIS GAME!
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Remove arms and feet from IBA Body. 
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Remove all highlighted Armor Components 
from IBA Body except helmet.

When finished donning DHB Armor, 
re-attach arms to IBA Body.
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